I. INTRODUCTION
In the most naive picture, dominance of spectator diagrams in heavy-quark decay implies that the lifetimes and semileptonic branching fractions [1] of hadrons containing a heavy quark should not depend on the kind or number of light quarks in the hadron [2] . (Diagrams for B-meson decay are illustrated in Fig. 1 . ) The large difference between the lifetimes for charged and neutral D mesons demonstrates that this naive picture is not correct for charm decay [3] . Various theoretical explanations include either nonspectator processes or the interference between internal and external spectator diagrams, illustrated in Fig. 2 , which can occur when one of the light quarks from the W is identical to the spectator quark [4 -7] . Because the b quark is heavier than the c quark, both nonspectator processes and interference are expected to be less important in B-meson decay [8] . Since semileptonic decays arise only from spectator diagrams in the standard model, they play a central part in elucidating the role of these diagrams in the weak decay of heavy quarks. In particular, they provide a means of measuring the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements [9]~U, q~a nd IU"q~w ith less theoretical uncertainty than measurements based on hadronic decays of B mesons.
Theoretical predictions [10] of the semileptonic branching fraction for B-meson decay based on the spectator model are generally above 12%. One recent measurement [11] is consistent with this prediction, but a number of other measurements [12 -15] suggest that the semileptonic branching fraction for B-meson decay is below 11%.
A recent study [16] indicates that nonspectator processes such as W exchange may enhance the hadronic width enough to lower the theoretical estimate of the semileptonic branching fraction to as little as 10 -11%.
In this paper we report new measurements of the semileptonic branching fractions of B mesons which were made with the PALEO detector at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR). Our B-meson [17] sample comes from T(4S)~BB events; in Sec. II we discuss the parameters to be measured in semileptonic B decay at the T(4S). After decay. In the external diagram, the quarks produced by the W decay hadronize separately from the spectator quark and the c quark from b-quark decay, while in the internal or "color-mixed" diagram the opposite is true. Since the quarkantiquark pairs involved in hadronization have identical flavor in the two diagrams, the diagrams can interfere. The ratio P is sensitive to the nonspectator components in B-meson decay. Since semileptonic decay proceeds only by W emission, the semileptonic decay widths of the B and Bo should be equal [18] . Then P is equal to the ratio of the lifetimes of charged and neutral B mesons, r /ro The ratio P de. termines the ratio of charged to neutral B mesons produced in T(4S) decay, and A is required [19, 20] to obtain r from dilepton yields at the
T(4S).
The ratio p has been measured by ARGUS [21] using "semi-inclusive" semileptonic B decays, and CLEO [22, 23] using exclusive semileptonic B decays. After correcting these results for the 1990 Particle Data Group (PDG) branching fractions for D" and D decays [24] , the ARGUS value is p = 0.98 6 0.22 + 0.13 and the CLEO value is p = 0.84 + 0. 19 (10) where f is the branching fraction for non-BB decays. By comparing dilepton to single lepton rates at the T(4S), an upper limit, f ( 0.13, at a 95% confidence level (C.L. ) was obtained [25] . This limit is very insensitive to assumptions about the origin of non BB dec-ays. In Sec. IV we show how dilepton and single lepton yields can be used to obtain the semileptonic branching fraction without any assumption about the value of f Elsewhe. re in this paper we assume that f is negligible.
The near equality of the measured B and B masses [26 -28] with a 50%%uo -50% mixture of argon-ethane gas are used to measure momenta and specific ionization (dE/dz) for charged particles. The innermost part of the t.racking system is a three-layer straw-tube vertex chamber [33] with an rms position accuracy of 70 pm. The middle 10-layer drift chamber [34] and the large 51-layer drift chamber [35] Fig. 3 .
Hadrons misidentified as leptons are called "fake" leptons. For electron sample A, the probability of misidentifying a. hadron as an electron (fake probability) was determined using T(1S) events. For sample B, the fake probability was determined using particles from T(4S) events identified as hadrons using the devices other than the drift chamber within the solid angle of sample A. The momentum dependences of the fake probabilities for both electron samples are illustrated in Fig A. The inclusive lepton spectra
The procedure followed [39] is basically the same as has been used in past CLEO measurements [12, 13] . We assume that the contribution of non-BB decays to the lepton spectrum from T(4S) decays is negligible. This implies that there will be two dominant components in the observed lepton spectrum.
(i) Primary leptons Th. e first component is lepton production from direct semileptonic decays of B mesons.
Both b~t"Sv and 6~u/v will contribute, but the errors of this measurement make it largely insensitive to the small magnitude of the latter [40] . For consistency, we have included b~uZv in our fits to the lepton spectra.
The b~clv decays, B~( D, D", D")l v, dominate the observed lepton yield above 1.4 GeV/c. As described below, models that differ greatly in the way they treat quark hadronization are all successful in predicting the b~c/v lepton spectrum.
(ii) Secondary leptons The . second component is leptons from the sequential process b~c~s/v in which a B decays into a D, and the daughter D decays semileptonically. These decays produce a softer lepton spectrum than that produced by primary leptons.
The momentum spectra of these two sources are sufficiently different to allow determination of both the semileptonic branching fraction B(B~XE v) and the product branching fraction B(b~c~slav) = B(B~DX)B(D~YEv), (18) from a fit of the inclusive lepton momentum spectrum.
Before the lepton momentum spectra from T(4S) de- cays can be fitted, the contribution of fake leptons must be subtracted. We calcolate the fake lepton spectrum by weighting the obser ved momentum distribution for hadron tracks by measurements of the lepton misidentification probabilities shown in Fig. 4 [42] B. The semileptonic branching fraction from fits to the lepton spectra
The momentum spectra for both primary and secondary leptons are required t, o fit our data; we use two models of semileptonic 8 and D decay to calculate these spectra. These two models are distinguished from other available models in their calculation of the entire spectrum for semileptonic 8 decay.
(i) The A ltarelli Cabi bho-C-orbo Mai ani M-arti nelli-(ACCMM) refined free quark mo-del. The ACCMM [43] model is a refined free-quark model that includes corrections for gluon emission [44] . There are several unknown parameters required to describe a decay in this model: the mass of the spectator quark in the parent meson, the mass of the c, u, or s quark in the daughter meson resulting from the weak decay, and a Fermi momentum pF which describes the momentum distribution of the spect, ator quark in the parent meson. We use the ACCMM model with three sets of the mass and Fermi-momentum parameters to describe t, he dat, a, one each for b~c/v, b~u/v, and c~s/v decays. The lepton spectrum is not sensitive to the value of the spect, ator quark mass, which we fix to be 150 MeV/c2 for all three decays. The lepton spectrum is sensitive to pF and m"which we include as free parameters for b~c/v decays; they are highly correlated [14] To produce primary lepton spectra, we apply radiative corrections to the b~H 'v and b~u/v spectra from the models, boost them to the T(4S) rest frame, and fold in a detector response function generated from our detector Monte Carlo simulation. To produce secondary lepton spectra, the c~s/v spectra from the models are radiatively corrected, and then folded with our previously reported momentum spectrum for D mesons produced in B decays [41, 47] . (i) Continuum leptons The yield. s, N4se, of direct leptons from T(4S) events are obtained by subtracting the lepton yields from oÃ T(4S) events from those of on T(4S) events using the luminosity ratio, fc in Eq. (17) .
(ii) Fake lepf ons. The contributions, nye, of fake leptons to the single lepton yields are estimated using the momentum-dependent fake probabilities illustrated in Fig. 4 , and subtracted from the single lepton yields. The contribution of fake leptons to the dilepton yields are dominated by real-fake combinations, so the estimated Table IX . Again, the D'" fraction was fixed to be the 11% in the ISGW model and 32% in the ISGW~~model. The consistency between the estimated efficiencies and the yields can be checked by comparing efficiency-corrected single and dilepton yields. Using the ACCMM efficiencies and including the errors in the efFiciencies in the comparison, we find that the e and p single-single lepton yields differ by 0.5 standard deviations. The y for the consistency of the efficiencycorrected ee, pp, and ep yields with their average is 2.3 for 2 degrees of freedom. The consistency of the dilepton yields is actually better than this y"-would seem to indicate, since the errors in the efficiencies have been ignored (otherwise the calculation would be much more complicated due to correlations among the efficiency-corrected rates).
The fractions. The dift'erences among the ACCMM, ISGW, and ISGW~* models track the differences between the corresponding results from the fits to the lepton spectra. This is evidence that the most substantial diA'erence between these models is the fraction of the lepton spectrum above pr = 1.4 GeV/c predicted by the models. D"'P(2420)~D'+n . The product branching fraction for the latter decay sequence has been measured [27, 28] to be (0.14+p ps 6 0.02)%. A Monte Carlo simulation of the mass distribution for this decay sequence, normalized to the product branching fraction of 0.14 is illustrated in Fig. 10 . The broad peak at high mass is very different from the signal in Fig. 9 ; it is well described by a Gaus- (32) where N4s is the number of T(4S) events in the data. sample, obtained from The number of events is normalized to a product branching fraction of 0.14'. To estimate the background due to fake leptons we take all events in the signal region and search for any track in the correct momentum range not positively identified as a lepton. We multiply the number of such tracks by the average fake probability to determine the fake contribution [61] . In Table XIII ; it is consistent with the average branching fraction (5) measured using the untagged semileptonic spectrum. Table XII .
V. TAGGED MEASUREMENTS
The continuum contribution to the combinatorial background is estimated by using the continuum background, N, "t, -, in our tagged sample, the measured branching fraction [13] (38) where the statistical and systematic errors include the uncertainties in bo", (b), and p. The systematic error is quite insensitive to the uncertainty in P because dbo/dP = 0.007. Although there is modest improvement in the dominant statistical error in the measurement of bo using this procedure, we prefer to quote the average of the two direct measurements using both wrong-and right-sign leptons because the direct result is less dependent on other measurements.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have measured the average 8-meson semileptonic branching fraction by fitting the lepton spectra from B decay to the distributions predicted by the ACCMM [43] modified free-quark model and the ISGW [46] form-factor 86ER40272). The weights, since the same data are used for the fits to each model and the experimental systematic errors are common to the two models.
[49] An earlier version of the ISGW model was used in [13] .
[50] In the fit, we fix the D'/D ratio to be the value 2.3 obtained from the ISGW model, which also agrees with our exclusive measurement described in Ref. [22] . The D'/D ratio must be constrained in order to obtain reasonable its; there is not enough difkrence between the D' and D lepton spectra to determine this ratio from the inclusive lepton spectrum.
[51] CLEO Collaboration, M.S. Alam 
